
	

	

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Albertz Benda Presents 

ALI SILVERSTEIN: To Put on the Edge, a Table  
 

On view October 27 – December 17, 2016 

Project Space, 515 West 26th Street 

New York, NY 

 

Opening Reception:  

October 27, 6pm – 8pm 

 

 
Ali Silverstein, May 2, 2016 (Red Objects on Fluorescent Orange Ground) , 2016.  

Acrylic and canvas on canvas. 72 x 84 x 1 1/2 inches (182.9 x 213.4 x 3.8 cm) 

 

New York, NY, September 26, 2016 - Albertz Benda is pleased to present Ali	S ilverstein:	To	Put	on	the	Edge,	a	
Table, the Los Angeles-based artist’s first solo show in New York, on view in the project space from October 27 

through December 17, 2016.  For her inaugural exhibition at the gallery, Silverstein will show a vibrant new body 

of work that stems from her practice of gesture and reponse. 

  

Silverstein explores impulse and desire through a continuous process of painting, cutting, and layering 

canvas. Each work is the product of a session or a “happening” - a constant push and pull between control and 



	

	

freedom, hyperawareness and automatism.  Reacting to the necessity of the moment, Silverstein’s work 

recalls the spirit of abstract expressionism and action painting.   

 

Silverstein has been mining the world of BDSM, utilizing the power dynamics of domination and submission in 

her creative process. Using the act of painting to address issues of vulnerability and shame, Silverstein’s 

ultimate goal is ever-expanding freedom - a legitimizing of desire and a searching-out of the places that we 

don’t allow ourselves to go.   

 

In this latest body of work, Silverstein draws inspiration from the realm of domesticity to	guide her gestures. 

The marks on the layered surfaces are improvisational yet influenced by decorative objects. The shapes and 

patterns in the work reference physical objects such as ceramic vases or textiles, however the abundance of 

colors and lines obliterates the boundaries of the figures, releasing the viewer from symbolic references.  

 

Flirting with representation only to delve back into expressive abstraction, Silverstein transcends her personal 

comfort zone by embracing disorder and resisting her natural sensibility towards the tangible. 

 

About the Artist 

 

Ali Silverstein [American and British, b. 1980] studied visual art and comparative religion at Columbia University 

before attending the Slade School of Fine Art in London where she received her MFA in Painting.  While still 

student at the Slade, she was one of the inaugural advisors for OUTSET Contemporary Art, a global independent 

philanthropic body constituted to support new art for the public good.  After exhibiting widely in group shows in 

London and Tel Aviv, Silverstein now lives and works in Los Angeles.  In Spring 2016, she was included in the 

group exhibition Best	In	S how at the San Diego Art Institute. 

 

About Albertz Benda 

  

Albertz Benda opened in fall 2015 and is devoted to a contemporary visual arts program focusing on 

rediscoveries as well as new introductions — from seminal figures in their field whose work warrants further 

exploration to debut presentations of artists that are new to New York. 

 

Follow Albertz Benda on Facebook and Instagram via the hashtag #AlbertzBenda 
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For further information, images or to arrange interviews, members of the media may contact: 

 

Elisabeth Meddin | Kat Mills 

Blue Medium, Inc. 

+1 (212) 675-1800  

elisabeth@bluemedium.com | kat@bluemedium.com 


